Update on RTIR Working Group

18th TERENA TF-CSIRT
Vilnius, 26th May 2006
The project is divided in three phrases.

- Snapshot for the 1st Milestone was delivered on 9th March
- Testing period covered:
  - Workflow
  - Functionality
  - Specific requirements

1st Milestone 1st Round

- We rejected the first build on the first round of testing
  - Bugs ……
1st Milestone 2nd Round

- Accepted
- Still some little bugs (Normal in project of this scale)

What next?

- Fix and check bugs left
- Move onto Phrase II
- Public first release of RTIR 2
How you can help?

- Trying the new release
- Refining the workflow

Visibility

- Produce a helpful website
Questions

VOTE Paco FOR THE SC!!!!!!!

PACO IS NOT THE SMALL CUDDLY ONE!!